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MERCHANDISING AS RELATED TO ENTIRE REALIZED
INCOME
Estmating the Volume of Sales at Wholesale and Retail.
Of the processes of estimation giving rise to the figures pre-
sented in this volume, one of the most difficult and laborious was
that of approximating the total values of goods sold respectively by
wholesalers and by retailers.Siiice the Federal government has
never taken a census of trade, these estimates must rest upon
highly scattered sources.The chief sources from which the infor-
mation concerning the various items have been gleaned are indicated
in the footnotes to Tables CXXIX and CXXX.
A large proportion of the value of all goods sold is included in
the broad category designated as "manufactured articles."The
method used in estimating the total value of sales falling in this
category is as follows: The detailed list of articles reported upon by
the United States Census of Manufactures has been checked over
item by item, and those items have been set aside which appear to
represent articles in such a form as to be ready for use by the con-
sumer. To the sum of the values of such articles, has been added
another sum representing the aggregate of fractional estimates of
the values of other classes of items, part of which were presumably
in form suitable for consumption and part of which were not in this
form.To the figures thus obtained, a margin has been added to
allow for the wholesalers' profit and for freight and other expenses
required for moving the goods from the to the retailer.
In the case of practically all the items entered in the various
columns of Table CXXIX, it has been necessary to make numer-
ous guesses concerning fractions of total products actually passing
into the hands of retailers and also concerning margins obtained by
various classes of dealers other than retailers.In most cases, the
data so derived represent merely rough approximations.It is
believed that the final figures show much more accurately the
relative changes from year to year than they do the absolute total
values of goods sold.Since all figures are expressed in terms of
dollars current in the various years, the absolute changes are not
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TABLE CXXIX
ESTIMATED TOTAL VALUEa OF
THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF COMMODITIES























































1910 8,747 160140 88 54 43 278 557 16 135176 120 6,980
1911 8,655 157139 76 52 37 331 541 16 146.169 134 6,858
1912 9,270 166158 78 52 43 349 589 17 142191 163 7,322
1913 9,417 162181 86 51 41 333 610 18 156201 251 7,328
1914 9,273 164128 83 57 36 330 613 17 154187 267 7.23$
1915 8,622 182 78 76 69 42 356 653 17 151187 290 6,521
1916 9,549 203118 92 81 50 440 756 21 156274 482 6,875
191713,397 257 191 97 99 67 729 993 34 190488 677 9,573
1918 301228128 102 77 6791.253 32 221423 95912.428
191918,454 369118132 150 87 7991,555 30 243362 1,11113,498
192025,302 353246132 174107 9801,538 37 269473 1,64419.348
192118,395 285135 74 132 83 6641,121 34 303387 1,43713,740
192219,306 258143 107 122102 703 1,160 33 189474 1,63514,380
192322,105 272121118 118112 6871.390 43 328539 1,68916,688
192420,983 261 68138108107 6421,35934 334351 1,84015,740




a Estimatedon the basis of published material found in hundreds of books and documents and from
interviews with flu merous individuals.
bBasedmainly upon various reports of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and from the Census of
A gricuUure.
oBasedupon reports of the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
dBasedin Census years upon the U. S. Census of Manufactures.
*Preliminaryestimate.
particularly significant, but it is possible to compare the trend of the
sales in one group of commodities with the trend of sales in another.
Table CXXX has been derived from Table CXXIX by mul-
tiplying the amounts in Table CXXIX by ratios believed to repre-
sent the relationship between the retail price and the wholesale
price. Much effort has been expended in collecting data concerning374 THE NATIONAL INCOME
TABLE CXXX
ESTIMATED TOTAL VALUEa OF
THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF COMMODITIES SOLD BY















































































































































































































Estimated on thebasis of material published in hundreds of books and documents and upon inter-
views with numerous individuals.
bBasedupon the Census of Agriculiure, the Census of Manufactures, and upon various reports of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Based upon the Census of Agriculture and various reports of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
dBasedupon reports of the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
aBasedlargely upon the Census of Manufactures, and upon the reports of the U. S. Bureau of Forestry.
IBased upon the of Manufactures, and upon the reports of the National Automobile Chamber
of Commerce.
gBasedmainly upon the reports of the U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue and prices of tobacco col-
lected from various sources.
h Based primarily upon data from Census of Manufactures and ratios of retail to wholesale prices col-
lected from numerous sources.
The totals here presented are materially larger than the estimates made by Dr. Paul H. Nystrom.
The primary reasons for the discrepancy is that our estimates include a large number of items which he
apparently did not take into account, as, for example, ice, flowers and plants, coal, building materials, and
farm machinery.
* Preliminary estimate.
such ratios.For the years since 1915, it is believed that the ratios
are not widely in error, but, for the earlier years of the period, in-
formation is so scanty that the ratios represent nothing but con-MERCHANDISING AS RELATED TO INCOME375
TABLE CXXX—Continued
ESTIMATED TOTAL VALUEa OF
THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF COMMODITIES SOLD BY
































































































































































































































sidered guesses.In Table CXXX, a number of items appear which
are not included in Table CXXIX. These items consist of articles
which, in the main, are sold directly by manufacturers or producers
to retailers.
Values of Goods Sold at Wholesale andRetail.
It is believed that the estimates recorded in the various columns
of Table CXXX represent general tendencies in the sales of different
groups of commodities at retail, and that the aggregate of all retail
sales is not very widely in error.For recent years, our preliminary
estimates of total sales have been compared with the index numbers
of total wholesale and total retail sales prepared by the Federal376 THE NATIONAL INCOME
TABLE CXXXI
ROUGH ESTIMATES OF THE PERCENTAGES OF
ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME PAID TO RETAILERS
AND OF REAL VALUE OF SALES PER CAPITA
Value of Per Cent Index of
Retail SalesEntire of Prices ofReal tion of Real
Year CurrentRealizedRealizedDirect ValueUnitedValue of
Dollarsa IncomeGoods°of SalesStatesdSales per
(Millions)(Millions)Paid to (All(Miffions)(Thou-Capita
RetailersClasses) sands) -
1909$18,300 $29,60561.81 .95255$19,212 90,508 $212
1910 20,039 31,43063.76 .97643 20,523 92,422 222
1911 20,124 31 85863.17 .96973 20,752 93,837 221
1912 21,266 33977 62.59 .98097 21,679 95,249 228
1913 22,135 35,723 61.961.0000 22,135 97,111 228
1914 21,790 35,647 61.13 1.0077 21,623 98,974 218
1915 21,501 37,205 57.791.0070 21,352100,390 213
1916 23,714 43,288 54.78 1.0913 21,730101,787 213
1917 37,871 51,331 73.781.2858 29,453103,234 285
1918 40,703 60,408 67.38 1.5175 26,822104,377 257
1919 43,233 65,949 65.56 1.7571 24,605105,007 234
1920 45,031 73 99960.851.9801 22,742106,422 214
1921 41,048 6337164.771.6926 24,251108,370 224
1922 43,878 65,925 66.561.5829 27,720109,742 253
1923 51,240 74,337 67.5815977 32,071111,478 288
1924 48,540 77,13562.931.6024 30,292113,466 267
1925 53,487 81,931 65.281.6517 32,383115,004 282
1926 54,925* 85,548*64.20*1.6617 33,053*116,442* 284*
1927 56,888* 88,205*64.50*1.6195*35,127*117,980* 298*
1928 57,867* 89,419*64.71* 119,440*
SeeTable CXXX.
bSeeTable VIII.
oDerivedfrom figures presented in Table VII.
dSeeTable I.
*Preliminaryestimate.
Reserve Board, and the trends have been adjusted to accord with
the indices prepared by this agency.
Relation of Retail Sales to Entire Realized Income.
Table CXXXI is devoted to showing the relation between the
estimated value of retail sales and the entire realized income of all
inhabitants.The fourth column of this table indicates that the
percentage of the entire realized income of the people of the United
States which they pay out to retailers has fluctuated from year to3—..
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year but has shown no very marked trend in either an upward or
downward direction.These estimates indicate that the percentage
of realized income so expended was relatively low in 1915 and 1916,
unusually high in 1917, 1918, and 1923, and moderately low in 1920.
It appears that, as a rule, between three-fifths and two-thirds of the
realized income of the people of the nation is paid over the counter
to retailers.
Per Capita Sales in Dollars of 1913.
The sixth column of Table CXXXI shows the estimated total
value of retail sales, when all figures are reduced to terms of 1913
dollars.Sales measured on this basis, increased more than 80 per
cent between 1909 and 1927, most of the increase taking place after
1916.Sales per capita, similarly measured, are seen to have re-
mained practically stationary between 1909 and 1916, to have risen
to a very high peak in 1917, and to have fallen back to the old level
in 1920. After that date, they advanced sharply, and thereafter
remained on a level much higher than that characterizing the pre-
war period—the per capita figure for 1927 being approximately 40
per cent greater than the per capita figure for 1909.